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2017 AMBITION

To make Londoners aware
of the link between city litter
and marine pollution.

To reduce ‘tidy littering’,
i.e. neatly placing litter
items anywhere that
isn’t the bin.

To increase a sense of
pride in the Thames and
raise awareness of its
biodiversity.

To develop ideas and
materials that can be scaled
and used in any riverside or
coastal city.

POLLING
We commissioned Censuswide to conduct public polling with over 1,000 Londoners
about litter to inform the campaign and the media launch. The key findings were:

92% of Londoners
think it’s wrong to
drop litter
Seeing someone
dropping litter tops
the list of things that
make Londoners
most angry

30%
have put litter
down drains

Half of Londoners admit to squeezing
rubbish into a clearly overflowing bin

Younger people
are twice as likely
to drop litter as
people over 35

Floor Vinyls –
‘Grate Art’
We were able to install 14 floor vinyls in
high-footfall locations near the Thames,
such as South Bank, More London and
London Bridge Walk. The vinyls showed
fish with a drain as their mouth, with the
message ‘For Fish’s Sake London, don’t
drop litter’.
Floor vinyls are an effective way to
engage ‘head-down’ commuters as they
make their way to and from work.
We had consistently enthusiastic
feedback on them on social media and
directly from a variety of stakeholders.

Voting Bins
Four of our bright, eye-catching voting
bins popped up in a variety of highfootfall locations south of the Thames
(e.g. London Bridge, Tate Modern,
Blackfriars, South Bank). They were
heavily used and reduced litter in the area
surrounding it by 20%. It also generated
positive feedback from the general public
and local stakeholders. The ‘North v
South of the river’ question was shared
widely on social media and encouraged
people to think about litter.
Observations showed that many
members of the public go out of their
way by more than 5 metres to use
the bin, and many engaged with it by
reading the question or taking a picture
and posting it on social media with the
hashtag #FFSLDN.
The success of the voting bin
encouraged Southwark Council to
introduce a permanent bin in the same
location.

Measurement and
Evaluation
In collaboration with a PhD candidate from King’s
Collage London, we undertook a series of in-depth
baseline, midterm and final measurements in the
London Bridge area. The results showed that in
comparison to control areas which were measured
but did not have any interventions, litter went down
by 32%. The full report is available on request.
Based on this research it was found that:
•

The area where the posters and paint were
applied experienced an average 32% drop in
litter.

•

The voting litter bin placed by the river was
highly used and the area surrounding it
experienced an average 20% drop in litter.

•

Office workers were the most influenced by
the campaign, exhibiting a 62% decrease in
likelihood to litter.

•

People were 38% more likely to travel a distance
to bin their litter responsibly.

•

Cigarettes are still the most littered items at
London Bridge accounting for 61% of total
litter found; a slight decrease from the baseline
analysis of 69%.

